Optimization of orbital-specific virtuals in local Møller-Plesset perturbation theory.
We present an orbital-optimized version of our orbital-specific-virtuals second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (OSV-MP2). The OSV model is a local correlation ansatz with a small basis of virtual functions for each occupied orbital. It is related to the Pulay-Saebø approach, in which domains of virtual orbitals are drawn from a single set of projected atomic orbitals; but here the virtual functions associated with a particular occupied orbital are specifically tailored to the correlation effects in which that orbital participates. In this study, the shapes of the OSVs are optimized simultaneously with the OSV-MP2 amplitudes by minimizing the Hylleraas functional or approximations to it. It is found that optimized OSVs are considerably more accurate than the OSVs obtained through singular value decomposition of diagonal blocks of MP2 amplitudes, as used in our earlier work. Orbital-optimized OSV-MP2 recovers smooth potential energy surfaces regardless of the number of virtuals. Full optimization is still computationally demanding, but orbital optimization in a diagonal or Kapuy-type MP2 approximation provides an attractive scheme for determining accurate OSVs.